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        Little Venice Pilates & Physiotherapy @ Ten

        
            Our Little Venice Pilates Studio and Physiotherapy Clinic is a serene, private
            space in which our Pilates Instructors, Physios and Massage Therapists help
            clients achieve a healthy and balanced body and mind. Perfectly positioned for
            anyone living in West London, including Maida Vale, St John’s Wood and
            Paddington Basin, the premises are located a few minutes’ walk from Warwick
            Avenue tube (Bakerloo line) or Royal Oak (Piccadilly line), opposite the
            entrance to Clifton Nurseries.
        

    

    
    
        
            
                Opening hours

                	Mon – Wed: 08:00–20:00
	Thu: 08:00–21:00
	Fri: 08:00–20:00
	Sat – Sun: 09:00–16:00

    
            

            
                Services

                	
                        Pilates (1-1/2-1/Small Group)

                        – Mat Pilates

                        – Classical Pilates

                        – Pre & Post Natal Pilates
                    
	Physiotherapy
	Osteopathy
	Massage Therapy

    
            

        

        
        
            

            	
                    28 Bristol Gardens

                    London W9 2JQ

                    Interactive map

                    (Closest Tube: Warwick Avenue)
                
	
                    020 7286 5000
                
	
                    littlevenice@ten.co.uk
                


        


    

    
    
    
         Make an enquiry
    

    

    
        
        
        
            
                [bookmark: studio]About the Studio

                
                Our Little Venice Studio specialises in Classical Pilates – available as 1-1, 2-1 and small group classes – 
                Physiotherapy and Massage therapy.
                

                
                    Working on a selection of Classical Pilates equipment in
                    private sessions or small group classes of no more than
                    four, clients will discover a friendly and tranquil
                    environment in which to safely and effectively transform
                    their bodies, under the attentive guidance of some of the
                    most qualified Pilates Instructors in London. 
                

                
                    For those with injuries and conditions that need a little extra care, you can
                    also expect the same calibre of welcoming and expert care from our onsite Physiotherapists and
                    Massage Therapists as you'll find in any Ten Physiotherapy Clinic.
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review us on




[image: Noah Morrison]Noah Morrison02:49 08 Aug 22


I've been attending classes with Aydanne for a few months now and results have been fantastic. Has brought a tremendous amount of self-awareness to my body which I've never had before, which in turn has helped me with my posture and back pain tremendously. Has also made me noticeably taller! Her classes are consistently fun and engaging to attend. Highly recommend.



[image: Irina]Irina22:34 06 Aug 22


I have been attending this studio for 9 years and it has been my salvation for lower back problems. In the past 6 months I have been doing pilates with Aydanne and she is an extraordinary instructor, very knowledgeable! Justyna is also an amazing massage therapist. I am so fortunate to have the two of them helping me in my postpartum recovery



[image: Margaret Nygren]Margaret Nygren09:05 01 Aug 22


I’ve been attending this studio for nearly a decade. When it reopened after lockdown there were some new teachers. In particular, Aydanne King is absolutely extraordinary, bringing remarkable knowledge and a wonderful ability to communicate.



[image: Claudia Marcó]Claudia Marcó21:34 10 Jul 18


I used to go to Little Venice Pilates & Physioterapy last year for aprox 6 months. The osteopath therapy from Eleonora Sansori was extremelly helpful. She is a very sweet and close person and I followed all her recommendations. I would loved to continue my therapy with her but I had to come back to Spain. If I could, I would go to the Little Venice Pilates and Physioterapy Centre once or twice a week!



[image: Juliet Wiles]Juliet Wiles21:31 20 Jun 18


I have been going to the Little Venice Studio for around 5 years and absolutely love my sessions with Eleonora. Her dedication, patience and commitment to her clients is really exceptional and I have seen fantastic results with drastic improvements to my alignment and increased strength and flexibility.



[image: JC H]JC H21:02 11 Nov 14


Absolutely wonderful Pilates studio with lots more to offer as well (physio, osteo, massage, etc.). I work with Isabel and she is fantastic. Susan at the desk is professional and kind. The atmosphere is friendly and flexible. I have seen great results. Highly recommend.
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                Pilates at Little Venice

                Your personalised journey to better movement and improved well-being.

            

        

        
        
        
            
                Pilates at Little Venice combines all the body-sculpting, movement-refining,
                pain-reducing and posture-enhancing benefits of the Classical Pilates Method
                with Ten’s trademark focus on the latest insights from exercise science. 
            

            
                Drawing upon their vast experience of working with hundreds of clients, our
                highly-experienced Pilates Instructors will provide you with a personalised
                experience tailored to your unique needs, with careful consideration of any
                biomechanical or other health concerns. 
            

            
[image: Pilates at Little Venice]

            What to expect:

            
                After an initial Pilates Screening your Instructor will create a focused
                programme tailored to your body. You will then progress to 1-1, 2-1 or small
                group classes depending on your individual needs and preferences.
            

            Book your Assessment
            
            Make an Enquiry
            
            
[image: Pilates at Little Venice]

            Results and Benefits:

            
                Backed by the latest movement science and with a focus on precision
                and detail, through tailored, personal Pilates training you can
                expect immediate and lasting effects including:
            

            	Full body strengthening and sculpting
	Improved flexibility and mobility
	Strengthened joints and injury prevention
	Improved balance, coordination and body awareness
	Decreased back pain and speedier recovery from injury
	Better posture and core strength

 
        

        
        
        

        
            [bookmark: pilates-types]
            Types of Pilates at Little Venice:

        

        	
                
                    [image: Mat Pilates at Little Venice]
                
                Mat Pilates

                
                    – 1-1/Private

                    – Small Group Class (Max 4)
                

                
                    Mat Pilates

                    
                        A mix of traditional Mat Pilates and Ten’s advanced movement techniques, this
                        floor-based form of Pilates is the perfect way to understand and develop the
                        basic principles and techniques of Pilates. It’s particularly suitable for
                        anyone with back problems, poor balance or low muscular strength.
                    

                

            
	
                
                    [image: Classical Pilates at Little Venice]
                
                Classical Pilates

                
                    – 1-1/Private

                    – 2-1

                    – Small Group Class (Max 4)
                

                
                    Classical Pilates

                    
                        This session uses cutting edge Pilates equipment, including the Reformer, Ladder
                        Barrel, Wunda Chair and Cadillac, to help isolate and treat specific issues and
                        target parts of the body neglected in other forms of exercise.
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                Pre & Post Natal Pilates

                
                    – 1-1/Private

                    – Small Group Class (Max 4)
                

                
                    Pre & Post Natal Pilates

                    
                        These floor and equipment based sessions provide a gentle and effective way to
                        prepare the body for the physical demands of giving birth, and support recovery
                        afterwards.
                    

                

            


        
        
        
            [bookmark: prices]Prices

        

        
    

    
    
    
    
        
            Exclusive offers for our Little Venice Clients:

            Two 1-1 Pilates sessions for £130 | Two 2-1 Pilates sessions for £85pp
        

        
            [image: Pilates assessment]
            
                
                    Before taking part in any Pilates session at Little Venice
                    we ask that you start with an introductory
                    assessment, which will enable our team to create a programme
                    tailored to your needs and goals.
                

                	
                        Pilates Screening

                        	
                                

                                Buy now – £40
                            


                    
	
                        Pilates Screening + Intro to Equipment

                        	
                                

                                Buy now – £80
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                Private / 1-1 Pilates

                View prices
            

        

    
    
        
            [image: 2-1 Equipment Pilates]
            
                2-1 Pilates

                If you don't already have a friend who you would like to train with, no problem. You don't need to find a second person, we'll do that for you.

                View prices
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                Small Group Pilates Classes

                Please book via our Class Timetable. An introductory assessment is still required before taking part in these classes.

                View prices
            

        
        
    
    
    
        
            [image: Physiotherapy and Massage]
            
                Physiotherapy & Massage

                
                    Please purchase physiotherapy and massage sessions and blocks via our pricing page.
                
                          
                View prices
            

        

    
        
    
    
        
        
            
                [bookmark: booking]Timetable & Booking

                	
                        Pilates Screening

                        Book now
                    
	
                        Pilates Screening + Intro to Equipment

                        Book now
                    
	
                        Pilates 1-1

                        Book now
                    
	
                        Pilates 2-1

                        Contact Studio
                    
	
                        Small Group Class

                        Book now
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		How would you like us to contact you?
		

		TelephoneEmail
		

	
	
		
		

	

Δ






                    This form is protected by reCAPTCHA and the Google
Privacy Policy and
Terms of Service apply.


                

            

            

        


        
        
        
            

            [bookmark: testimonials]What Our Clients Say

        

        
            
                “Since starting three years ago – I no longer have any back pain – I love my mat classes, my new abs and the LVP community!”

                Steff Roeg, Client

                
                

                
                
                    “The physiotherapy practice at Little Venice Pilates is
                    progressive, professional and practical. My treatment was
                    highlighted by the warmth of the staff, whose commitment to
                    returning me to active training fired me with enthusiasm in
                    the midst of the despair of injury.”
                

                Angus MacGowan

                
                

                
                
                    “I started at Little Venice Pilates just hoping that pilates
                    might be the exercise to help strengthen my body after a
                    knee injury, enough to allow me to train gently in the gym.
                    10 weeks later my muscle definition has improved, my back
                    pains have almost gone and I have the stamina, energy and
                    strength to box – without caution – in the gym.”
                

                Charlotte Hickson

                
                

                
                
                    “Following a particularly severe episode of back pain I
                    attended physiotherapy at Little Venice Pilates. My physio
                    was quick to diagnose the causes of the problem, and I was
                    impressed with the genuine concern and care she and her
                    colleague showed. After getting my back mobile and pain free
                    she encouraged me to practice Pilates once at week,
                    supported with a series of home exercises. These have really
                    worked for me, and the Pilates classes have turned out to be
                    thoroughly enjoyable. I should also add that I am a bloke
                    and really hadn't considered going to a Pilates class
                    before! A very positive experience and one that has made a
                    real difference.”
                

                Caolan Robertson


                

                
                
                    “Great osteopathic treatment with Eleonora Sansoni, she really listened, gave me a better understanding
                    of what was happening and delivered an effective treatment which has taken my pain away!”
                

                Matt, Client

                
            

        


    
















        

    


	
		
            
                Back to Top


            

            
                
                
                    STUDIO FINDER
                

                    
	Chiswick

		W4 4PH
	020 8996 1710





	City

		E1 7JF
	020 7247 8895





	Fitzrovia

		W1W 6RH
	020 7637 0555





	Hatton Garden

		EC1N 8EB
	020 7404 8132





	King's Cross

		N1C 4BX
	020 7493 7858





	Little Venice

		W9 2JQ
	020 7286 5000





	Nine Elms

		SW11 7BN
	020 7323 1755





	Notting Hill

		W10 6BD
	020 8969 9677





	Notting Hill Gate

		W11 3QA
	020 7221 9090





	St James's

		SW1Y 6BN
	020 7930 4442





	Tottenham CR

		W1T 1AL
	020 7637 0971
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										Join our newsletter
			Make sure you don’t miss out on our latest offers, discounts and giveaways.
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  WELCOME TO TEN HEALTH & FITNESS

  Your account is now active, and you are logged in.

  






  Would you like to cancel? 

  PLEASE NOTE WE HAVE A 12HR CANCELLATION POLICY on all of our classes and a 24hr cancellation policy on all of our appointments.
ANY CLASSES or appointments CANCELLED within this time-frame WILL BE CHARGED at THE FULL PRICE.

  



 

  Continue Canceling






  You are booking:


  
      Intermediate at
      Ten - Mayfair on
      Wed. Feb 24, 2016 6:00 pm
  

  
  
      
  



  You are buying:

  Service: 

  
  
  
    START DATE 
    
  

  
    
        
        This membership comprises 10 classes at Ten Health & Fitness per month for a monthly fee of £235.


        If any additional classes are taken within the specified billing month, they will be charged to the card on file at the rate of £19/session. All charges will be taken within 14 days of the previous billing period.


        The agreement runs for a minimum of 3 months from the start date. It will automatically be renewed for subsequent months, unless cancelled by either the client or Ten Health & Fitness. Written cancellation is required with a minimum of 31 days notice.


        All Monthly 10 members will receive membership status and the ability to make advanced bookings. When this agreement is terminated, membership status and all member benefits end.


        Terms and Conditions
        	Classes can not be frozen or extended
	Classes are valid at all studios exc Little Venice & Tottenham Court Road
	Membership applies to all standard classes and excludes Physio-Led Pilates
	Membership blocks, status or benefits can not be shared
	Memberships can not be refunded
	Additional classes can be purchased at the rate of £19/session


      
    

  

  
    
     
        This membership comprises 12 classes at Ten Health & Fitness per month for a monthly fee of £270.


        If any additional classes are taken within the specified billing month, they will be charged to the card on file at the rate of £19/session. All charges will be taken within 14 days of the previous billing period.


       The agreement runs for a minimum of 3 months from the start date. It will automatically be renewed for subsequent months, unless cancelled by either the client or Ten Health & Fitness. Written cancellation is required with a minimum of 31 days notice.


        All Monthly 12 members will receive membership status and the ability to make advanced bookings. When this agreement is terminated, membership status and all member benefits end.


        Terms and Conditions
        	Classes can not be frozen or extended
	Classes are valid at all studios exc Little Venice & Tottenham Court Road
	Membership applies to all standard classes and excludes Physio-Led Pilates
	Membership blocks, status or benefits can not be shared
	Memberships can not be refunded
	Additional classes can be purchased at the rate of £19/session


         
    

  

	
	
    
     
        This membership comprises 7 classes at Ten Health & Fitness per month for a monthly fee of £169.


        If any additional classes are taken within the specified billing month, they will be charged to the card on file at the rate of £19/session. All charges will be taken within 14 days of the previous billing period.


       The agreement runs for a minimum of 3 months from the start date. It will automatically be renewed for subsequent months, unless cancelled by either the client or Ten Health & Fitness. Written cancellation is required with a minimum of 31 days notice.


        All Monthly 7 members will receive membership status and the ability to make advanced bookings. When this agreement is terminated, membership status and all member benefits end.


        Terms and Conditions
        	Classes can not be frozen or extended
	Classes are valid at all studios exc Little Venice & Tottenham Court Road
	Membership applies to all standard classes and excludes Physio-Led Pilates
	Membership blocks, status or benefits can not be shared
	Memberships can not be refunded
	Additional classes can be purchased at the rate of £19/session


         
    

  


	
    
     
        This membership comprises 4 Classes at Ten Health & Fitness per month for a monthly fee of £110.


        If any additional classes are taken within the specified billing month, they will be charged to the card on file at the rate of £19/session. All charges will be taken within 14 days of the previous billing period.


       The agreement runs for a minimum of 3 months from the start date, and can not be terminated, cancelled or paused before this time. It will automatically be renewed for subsequent months, unless cancelled by either the client or Ten Health & Fitness. Written cancellation is required with a minimum of 31 days notice.


       All Monthly 4 members will receive membership status and the ability to make advanced bookings. When this agreement is terminated, membership status and all member benefits end.


        Terms and Conditions
        	Classes can not be frozen or extended
	Classes are valid at all studios exc Little Venice & Tottenham Court Road
	Membership applies to all standard classes and excludes Physio-Led Pilates
	Membership blocks, status or benefits can not be shared
	Memberships can not be refunded
	Additional classes can be purchased at the rate of £19/session


         
    

  


	
    
     
        This membership comprises Unlimited Classes at Ten Health & Fitness for a monthly fee of £345.


        If any booked classes are late cancelled or missed, they will be charged to the card on file at the rate of £15/session. All charges will be taken within 14 days of the previous billing period.


       The agreement runs for a minimum of 3 months from the start date, and can not be terminated, cancelled or paused before this time. It will automatically be renewed for subsequent months, unless cancelled by either the client or Ten Health & Fitness. Written cancellation is required with a minimum of 31 days notice.


       All Monthly Unlimited members will receive membership status and the ability to make advanced bookings. When this agreement is terminated, membership status and all member benefits end.


        Terms and Conditions
        	Classes can not be frozen or extended
	Classes are valid at all studios exc Little Venice and Tottenham Court Road
	We recommend completing no more than 2 classes per day for health and safety reasons
	Membership applies to all standard classes and excludes Physio-Led Pilates
	Membership blocks, status or benefits can not be shared
	Memberships can not be refunded
	Late cancellations/no-shows will be processed at the rate of £15/session


         
    

  

	
  
    
       
        This membership comprises 200 classes at Ten Health & Fitness per year for an annual fee of £3300.


        The agreement runs for 12 months from the start date.


        All VIP Block members will receive membership status - an automatic 20% discount on all retail products, the ability to make advanced bookings, one Late Cancellation per month, free Masterclasses, pre-event notifications, a Ten Water Bottle and pair of Ten Grip Socks. When this agreement ends, membership status and all member benefits end unless the block is renewed.


        Terms and Conditions
        	Classes cannot be frozen or extended
	No refunds
	Classes are valid at all studios exc Little Venice
	Membership applies to all standard classes and excludes Physio-Led Pilates
	Membership blocks, status or benefits cannot be shared
	Additional classes can be purchased at the rate of £17.50/session


      
    

  

	
	
	
    
     
        This membership comprises of 8 classes at Ten Health & Fitness Nine Elms per month for a monthly fee of £130.


        If any additional classes are taken within the specified billing month, they will be charged to the card on file at the rate of £20.50/session. All charges will be taken within 14 days of the previous billing period.


       The agreement runs for a minimum of 3 months from the start date. It will automatically be renewed for subsequent months, unless cancelled by either the client or Ten Health & Fitness. Written cancellation is required with a minimum of 31 days notice.


        All Nine Elms Founders' Membership members will receive membership status and the ability to make advanced bookings. When this agreement is terminated, membership status and all member benefits end.


        Terms and Conditions
        	Offers and benefits are valid at Ten Nine Elms only
	Only one Founders’ block or membership per client
	Classes can not be frozen or extended
	Membership applies to all standard classes and excludes Physio-Led Pilates
	Membership blocks, status or benefits can not be shared
	Memberships can not be refunded
	Additional classes can be purchased at the rate of £20.50/session
	Founders’ Monthly membership will not increase in price for as long as it’s being used
	Offer cannot be used in conjunction with any other offer or promotion
	No cash / credit alternative
	General terms and conditions apply
	Subject to availability


          
    

  


  
    
     
        This membership comprises of 8 classes at Ten Health & Fitness King’s Cross per month for a monthly fee of £140.


        If any additional classes are taken within the specified billing month, they will be charged to the card on file at the rate of £20.50/session. All charges will be taken within 14 days of the previous billing period.


       The agreement runs for a minimum of 3 months from the start date. It will automatically be renewed for subsequent months, unless cancelled by either the client or Ten Health & Fitness. Written cancellation is required with a minimum of 31 days notice.


        All King’s Cross Founders' Membership members will receive membership status and the ability to make advanced bookings. When this agreement is terminated, membership status and all member benefits end.


        Terms and Conditions
        	Offers and benefits are valid at Ten King’s Cross only
	Only one Founders’ block or membership per client
	Classes can not be frozen or extended
	Membership applies to all standard classes
	Membership blocks, status or benefits can not be shared
	Memberships can not be refunded
	Additional classes can be purchased at the rate of £20.50/session
	Founders’ Monthly membership will not increase in price for as long as it’s being used
	Offer cannot be used in conjunction with any other offer or promotion
	Founder’s monthly memberships activate on the Studio opening date or sale date if purchased thereafter
	No cash / credit alternative
	General terms and conditions apply
	Subject to availability


          
    

  


  
    
     
        This nutrition plan runs for 3 consecutive months, for a monthly fee of £550. By signing up to this plan, you agree to pay a total fee of £1650.


        Your 3 month plan includes;
        	3 x Studio consultations
	3 x Virtual consultations
	Body composition & comprehensive health analysis
	Personalised meal plan
	Bespoke APP access
	Supplement & lifestyle strategy
	Unlimited support from Dr Richie in between consultations


        Terms &Conditions
        	Plan runs for 3 consecutive months, and can't be frozen or extended
	Plan can not be partially or wholly refunded
	Plan can not be shared
	All in person sessions are available at Ten King's Cross only


          
    

  
  

  
    
     
        This membership comprises 1 x 60 min Massage at Ten Health & Fitness per month for a monthly fee of £85.


        The agreement runs for a minimum of 3 months from the start date, and can not be terminated, cancelled or paused before this time.
        It will automatically be renewed for subsequent months, unless cancelled by either the client or Ten Health & Fitness.
        Written cancellation is required with a minimum of 31 days notice


        Terms &Conditions
        	Massages can not be frozen or extended
	Massages are valid at all studios
	Memberships can not be refunded


          
    

  
  

  
    
     
        This membership comprises 2 x 60 min Massage at Ten Health & Fitness per month for a monthly fee of £160.


        The agreement runs for a minimum of 3 months from the start date, and can not be terminated, cancelled or paused before this time.
        It will automatically be renewed for subsequent months, unless cancelled by either the client or Ten Health & Fitness.
        Written cancellation is required with a minimum of 31 days notice


        Terms &Conditions
        	Massages can not be frozen or extended
	Massages are valid at all studios
	Memberships can not be refunded


          
    

  
  
	
  
      * I agree with the above terms
  

  
  
   
        Promo Code
        
        
            
            
        Apply Code

        

    

  

  
  
    Amount: 120

    Discount code applied

    SORRY THIS DISCOUNT CODE IS INCORRECT OR HAS PREVIOUSLY BEEN APPLIED. PLEASE CHECK IT AND TRY AGAIN.

    

  

  
  
    
      Pay with stored card

      Pay

    

  

  
  
    
      Pay with new card

      Pay

    

  

    
  
    
      Get it!

    

  

  
  

  






  12 HOUR CANCELLATION POLICY

  You are outside of the 12HR cancellation window and will not be refunded for this class. Do you still wish to cancel?

  YES





  Would you like to cancel? 

  PLEASE NOTE WE HAVE A 12HR CANCELLATION POLICY on all of our classes and a 24hr cancellation policy on all of our appointments.
ANY CLASSES or appointments CANCELLED within this time-frame WILL BE CHARGED at THE FULL PRICE.

  


  Continue Canceling



    

  You need to add some credit to book this class





  SORRY YOU DON’T HAVE ANY OF THESE SESSIONS ON YOUR ACCOUNT

  BUY SESSION





  SORRY YOU DON’T HAVE ANY OF THESE SESSIONS ON YOUR ACCOUNT

  BUY SESSION





  You need a service to book this appointment

  Buy Service





  thanks

  You are now booked into the following class: Class, Date, Loc





  thanks

  You have bought

  Amount: 

  Service: 

  your discount code  has been applied

  You are booked into

  Class, Date, Loc

  Email confirmation will follow shortly





  thanks

  This class has been added to your waitlist





  thanks

  You've bought this service!

  your discount code  has been applied

  Email confirmation will follow shortly

  
    
      book class
      book appointment
      REDEEM PROMO CLASS

    

    
      PLEASE ENTER CODE:

      

      Redeem
    

  





  thanks

  You've got this free class!

  Email confirmation will follow shortly





  
    Pay with stored card

    You have a stored credit card on your account ending in numbers 

    Pay with this card

    Pay with new card

  






    Card Details

    
      Card Number
      
        
      

    

    
      Exp Month
      
        January
February
March
April
May
June
July
August
September
October
November
December



      

    

    
      Exp Year
      
        2024
2025
2026
2027
2028
2029
2030
2031
2032
2033



      

    

    

    Billing Details

    
      Address
      
        
      

    

    
      Postal Code
      
        
      


    


    
        
             Store card for future use
        

    


    

    

    Submit Payment







  You are booking:


  
      Intermediate at
      Ten - Mayfair on
      Wed. Feb 24, 2016 6:00 pm
  

  
  
      
  



  You are buying:

  Service: 


  
   
        Promo Code
        
        
            
            
        Apply Code

        

    

  

  
  
    Amount: 120

    Discount code applied

    SORRY THIS DISCOUNT CODE IS INCORRECT OR HAS PREVIOUSLY BEEN APPLIED. PLEASE CHECK IT AND TRY AGAIN.

    

  

  
  
    
      Pay with stored card

      Pay

    

  

  
  
    
      Pay with new card

      Pay

    

  

  
  

  




        

      





    

    You need to be logged in to book or buy a class

    You need to be logged in to access this page

    


    
    Login

    FORGOT PASSWORD

    Click to Register




  spaces are available and as the class is within the hour, please call the studio or just drop in





  You need to add some credit to book this class



                                			Terms & Conditions  |  FAQ  | 
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